Abstract. For two vertices u and v of a connected graph G, the set I (u, v) consists of all those vertices lying on a u-v geodesic in G. For a set S of vertices of G, the union of all sets I(u, v) for u, v ∈ S is denoted by I(S). A set S is a convex set if I(S) = S. The convexity number con(G) of G is the maximum cardinality of a proper convex set of G. A convex set S in G with |S| = con(G) is called a maximum convex set. A subset T of a maximum convex set S of a connected graph G is called a forcing subset for S if S is the unique maximum convex set containing T . The forcing convexity number f (S, con) of S is the minimum cardinality among the forcing subsets for S, and the forcing convexity number f (G, con) of G is the minimum forcing convexity number among all maximum convex sets of G. The forcing convexity numbers of several classes of graphs are presented, including complete bipartite graphs, trees, and cycles. For every graph G, f (G, con) con(G). It is shown that every pair a, b of integers with 0 a b and b 3 is realizable as the forcing convexity number and convexity number, respectively, of some connected graph. The forcing convexity number of the Cartesian product of H × K 2 for a nontrivial connected graph H is studied.
Introduction
For two vertices u and v in a connected graph G, the distance d (u, v) between u and v is the length of a shortest u-v path in G. A u-v path of length d(u, v) is also referred to as a u-v geodesic. The set (interval) I (u, v) consists of all those vertices lying on a u-v geodesic in G. For a set S of vertices of G, the union of all sets I (u, v) for u, v ∈ S is denoted by I(S). Hence x ∈ I(S) if and only if x lies on some u-v geodesic, where u, v ∈ S.
A set S is convex if I(S) = S (see [1] , p. 136). Certainly, V (G) is convex for every graph G. The convex hull [S] of a set S of vertices of G is the smallest convex set containing S. So S is a convex set in G if and only if [S] = S. If S is a convex set in a connected graph G, then the subgraph S induced by S is connected.
The closed intervals and convex sets in a connected graph were studied and characterized by Nebeský [6, 7] and were also investigated extensively in the book by Mulder [5] , where it was shown that these sets provide an important tool for studying metric properties of connected graphs. Convexity in graphs was also studied in [2, 3, 4] . For a connected graph G of order at least 3, the convexity number con(G) of G was defined in [2] as the maximum cardinality of a proper convex set of G, that is,
Hence 2 con(G) n − 1 for all connected graphs G of order n 3. A convex set S in G with |S| = con(G) is called a maximum convex set.
A subset T of a maximum convex set S of a connected graph G is called a forcing subset for S if S is the unique maximum convex set containing T . The forcing convexity number f (S, con) of S is the minimum cardinality among the forcing subsets for S, and the forcing convexity number f (G, con) of G is the minimum forcing convexity number among all maximum convex sets of G. Therefore, f (G, con) con(G) for every connected graph G. We illustrate these concepts with the graph G of Figure 1 . The sets S 1 = {u 1 , w, v 1 } and S 2 = {w, u 1 , v 2 } are maximum convex sets of G. The remaining maximum convex sets of G are similar to S 2 . Since S 1 is not the unique maximum convex set containing any of its elements, f (S 1 , con) 2. On the other hand, S 1 is the unique maximum convex set containing u 1 and v 1 . Hence f (S 1 , con) = 2. Since S 2 is the unique maximum convex set containing v 2 , it follows that f (S 2 , con) = 1. Therefore, f (G, con) = 1. Some of the following observations were used in the previous example and all of these are fundamental to our study.
